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PLASMA PHYSICS
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Abstract. Experimental and theoretical breakdown voltage distributions in the gas diode
filled with neon are presented in this paper. Linearly increasing voltage was applied to
the diode with the voltage increasing ratio k in range from 0.3 V/s up to 26 kV/s. The
theoretical model - statistical model is based on convolution of the statistical and
formative time delay. The statistical model nicely reproduce the experimentally
determined the breakdown voltage distributions, especially good for description of the
“left tail” of breakdown distributions which are not properly interpreted before. The
presence of the “left tail” of the distributions indicates that the formative time delay
distribution cannot be neglected in theoretical description of the breakdown voltage
distributions.
Key words: breakdown voltage distribution, statistical convolution model, electrical
breakdown, Neon.

1. INTRODUCTION
Electrical breakdown in gases represents the transition of gases from
dielectric to conducting state. The voltage value at which the breakdown occurs is
declared as breakdown voltage UB [1]. Investigation of electrical breakdown in
gases is important for describing processes and characteristics of gases as well as
their practical applications [2–4]. The electrical breakdown of gases can be treated
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as a macroscopic event with a stochastic nature which is the consequence of the
statistical behavior of the processes leading to it. It was early described by Zuber
and von Laue (1925) [5,6] and later the statistical theory of the electrical
breakdown was developed by Loeb (1948) [7] and Wijsman (1949) [8]. The theory
is established on the presumption of the Townsend breakdown mechanism [9]. For
small pressure and small overvoltages, when the influence of the space charge can
be neglected, Townsend theory is applicable with the breakdown criterion:

 d
 
γ exp αdx  − 1 = 1 ,
 
  0
 

∫

(1)

where α is the primary ionization coefficient and γ is the effective secondary
ionization coefficient (this coefficient includes all secondary processes). The
lowest voltage value for which this criterion is fulfilled is defined as a static
breakdown voltage US.
It is widely accepted that the electrical breakdown mechanism in gases can be
considered as a combination of two distinct processes. First of them corresponds to
the physical events which leads to creation of an initial free electron. Time needed
to electron appearance is statistical time delay tS, characterized with the exponential
distribution [1]. Second process is the actual process of impact ionization and
carrier multiplication in the gas. This is associated to the breakdown formative time
delay tF, with the Gaussian distribution [10, 11]. Following this analysis, the
electrical breakdown time delay tD consists of the statistical time delay and the
breakdown formative time tF , tD = tS + tF [1].
The formative time delay can be expressed as the sum of three time stages
[12]. The first stage begins with appearance of initial electron and ends when the
threshold value of voltage is reached. The second stage corresponds to the duration
of the avalanche process, which creates a conducting channel between the anode
and cathode. During the final stage, the subsequent increase of the conductivity and
current in the plasma channel appear. This results in an observable decrease in the
discharge voltage [12].
However, in some publications the investigations of prebreakdown
multiplication processes are reported. The existence of prebreakdown light
emission near the anode is reported in paper [13]. This light emission is explains as
the influence of previous discharge. In paper [14], it is reported that the
prebreakdown light emission is affected by the corona appearance on the rodshaped anode.
Electrical Breakdown Voltage distributions

When the applying voltage on the diode is rising linearly with the increasing
rate k (k = dU/dt) the breakdown condition (1) is fulfilled at the moment when the
voltage pulse reaches the value of static breakdown voltage US. Due to the
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statistical nature of the processes that lead to the breakdown [1], the breakdown
voltage is of the statistical nature too and is characterized by typical breakdown
distribution f (UB). Estimation of the theoretical model of the breakdown voltage
distribution was a continuous research topic in the past.
One of the first models of the density distribution f (UB) neglected the
breakdown formative time and considered only the influence of breakdown
statistical time delay [15, 16]. In some models after that, the distribution of the
breakdown voltages includes the constant value of the breakdown formative time
delay [17–21]. In these models, the consequence of constant value of formative
time delay is the existence of the initial voltage UF, which appears as the shifting
parameter of actual distribution. These models were able to describe the density
distribution f (UB) with better accuracy, but they did not have the good agreement
with the experimental data for small voltage values (the “left tail” of the
distributions). This disagreement cannot be observed if the density distributions are
presented with the Laue diagrams. The last can be a consequence of the neglecting
the Gaussian distribution of the breakdown formative time.
The aim of this investigation is to define, experimentally and theoretically,
the breakdown voltage distribution in the diode in which the positive corona
appears on anode in pre-breakdown regime. When the voltage rises linearly in gas
diode, the corona is only a segment in the gas breakdown process, which increases
the yield in the diode gap. Estimation of the breakdown voltage distribution,
presented in this paper, is based on the nonlinear increase of yield in the diode gap
with the applied voltage.
2. THEORETICAL MODEL OF ELECTRICAL BREAKDOWN DENSITY
DISTRIBUTIONS

The new model of breakdown voltage distribution is presented in this paper.
This model is based on the convolution model of the breakdown time delay,
reported in references [22–26].
In the aim better to understand the physical processes involved in the creation
of shape of the breakdown voltage distribution, the theoretical model of breakdown
voltage density distribution f (UB) is developed. It was done by using the
convolution based time-delay statistical model which is developed and tested
recently [22–26]. The values of breakdown voltages UB (always greater than the
static breakdown voltage US) are connected with corresponding breakdown timedelay tD values by expression:

U B = U S + kt D = U S + k (t S + t F ).

(2)

Being dependent on the stochastic variable tD in the series of measurement,
the breakdown voltage UB occurred with the characteristic density distribution
f (UB). This statistical model assumed the statistical character of the both the
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statistical time delay and the formative time delay, with their characteristic
distributions. However, this model had to be adapted in order to be applied for the
breakdown voltage distributions. Namely, the applied voltage on gas diode is not
constant, but rises linearly with the constant voltage increase rate k, and
consequently, the breakdown probability P, that determines statistical time delay, is
not constant.
Since the conditions in the diode are changed during voltage increase (both
probability and yield rise with voltage), the presumption is that the statistical time
delay obeys Rayleigh distribution.
Using these presumptions and the relation between the breakdown time delay
and the breakdown voltage (2), the statistical model of the breakdown voltage
density distribution f (UB) is created. In particular, it should describe the ”left tail”
of distribution f (UB) more accurately than the previous models. The total time
delay is treated as random variable tD, with values tD (i.e. measured values of total
time delay). The random variables tD is considered as the sum of two independent
random variables tS and tF (tD = tS + tF).
The first random variable is the breakdown statistical time delay tS (with
values tS), with the Rayleigh distribution fS:

fS =

 t2 
t
−

exp
 2C 2 .
C2



(3)

The single parameter of this distribution is C. The mathematical expectation E(tS)
and standard deviation σ(tS) of this distribution are connected with parameter C
with relations:
E (t S ) = C

4−π
π
and σ(t S ) = C
2
2

(4)

Second variable is discharge formative time tF (with values tF), with Gaussian
distribution fF, given with:

fF =

 (t − E (t F )) 2 
1
exp 
.
2
2πσ(t F )
 2σ ( t F )


(5)

The parameters of Gaussian distribution are the mathematical expectation E(tF) and
standard deviation σ(tF). The expression of the density distribution of the random
variable tD can be obtained as the convolution of the density distributions of the
random variables tS and tF:
f (t D ) =

tD

∫
0

f S (t ) f F (t D − t )dt

(6)
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In order to obtain the appropriate values of Rayleigh and Gaussian
distribution parameters, the Monte-Carlo simulation algorithm is developed to
generate the distribution of the random variable tD. The generator of pseudorandom numbers, subroutines for the Gaussian distribution (the Box-Muller
method) and the Rayleigh distribution (the method of the inverse function) are
taken from [27, 28]. The parameters of the statistical time delay and formative time
distribution (E(tS), E(tF) and σ(tF)) are considered as fitting parameters connected
with experimental time delay mean value t D and experimental standard deviation σE:
t D = E (t S ) + E (t F ),
σ 2D = σ(t S ) 2 + σ(t F ) 2 ,

(7)

Using the relation (2), the breakdown voltage density distribution can be described
as:
f (U B ) = f (t D )

dt D
.
dU B

(8)

In present estimation the breakdown voltage density distributions f (UB) are
obtained by the numerical integration of equation (8) adopting the “mechanical
quadrature” method [27] and using the relation (13).
The consistency of the numerically generated and experimental distributions
during the Monte-Carlo simulation was checked performing the χ2 test (see, for
example, [29]). For more details about numerical procedure and distribution
parameters: E(tS), σ(tS), E(tF) and σ(tF), see [22–26].

3. EXPERIMENT
A neon-filled diode with a tube volume of 300 cm3 is used. The electrodes
are different in shape. The Cu cathode is cylindrical, with a diameter of 6.5 mm
and a height of 6.5 mm. The anode is a simple Mo unpolished rod with a diameter
of 2 mm. The gap between the front bases of the cathode and the tip of the anode is
24 mm. The gas tube was made based on the X-ray tube standard. The tubes were
baked out at 350°C and pumped down to a pressure of 10−7 mbar. After that, the
tube was filled with Matheson research-grade neon at a pressure of 1.33 mbar.
The experimental layout is presented in Fig. 1. The shape of linearly rising
voltage impulse is generated by PC. This voltage signal defined the output of the
High Voltage Power Supply (Spellman MPS10P10/24). Values of the breakdown
voltages are detected by digital storage oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 2012B).
These values are transferred to PC for further analyses. Each measuring series
consist of 1 500 successive and independent measurements. The value of static
breakdown voltage U S = 253.4 V is determined from fitting procedure of
experimental data for breakdown minimal values [21].
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Fig. 1 – Experimental layout.

4. RESULTS

The breakdown voltage density distributions, for increasing voltage rates
from 0.3 V/s to 26 kV/s, are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The experimental
breakdown voltage distributions are given by histograms, according to the criterion
that in the class with maximum frequency should be around 20% of the measured
values. Histograms are normalized dividing the relative frequencies of all classes
by the class width ∆UB. Each histogram is drawn on basis of 1500 successive and
independent measurements of breakdown voltage.

Fig. 2 – Experimental and theoretical breakdown voltage distributions
for different increasing voltage rates k indicated in figure.
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Obtained experimental density distributions are compared with theoretical
model of electrical breakdown voltage distributions (described in Section 2). The
breakdown voltage distributions based on theoretical model are presented with
solid lines. The good agreement of the theoretical distributions with the
experimental distribution can be seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. As was expected, the
distributions are wider with the increase of the k, and both “left” and “right tail”
became significant.
The details of the theoretical model of the breakdown voltages distributions
are described in Section 2. The values of the Rayleigh and Gaussian distribution
parameters are obtained using the Monte Carlo simulation technique (as described
in Section 2). The expected values of statistical time delay E(tS) and formative time
delay E(tF), as well as, the mean values of experimentally obtained time delay are
presented in Fig. 4. Good description of the “left tail” of experimentally obtained
breakdown voltage distributions is consequence of the introduction of formative
time delay distribution in applied statistical model.

Fig. 3 – Experimental and theoretical breakdown voltage distributions
for different increasing voltage rates k indicated in figure.

The actual values of the yield, for all used the increasing voltage rates, are
represents in Fig. 5. These values correspond to the mean values of statistical time
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delay breakdown voltages. As can be seen from Fig. 5 agreement between values
of yield estimated according to the physical and statistical model is good, which
indicate the validity of applied approximations in both models. From Fig. 5 can
seen that the yield grows nonlinearly with the overvoltage, which indicate that
corona appearance on anode irreversibly change conditions in diode. The
consequence of that is decrease of the time of initial electron appearance, i.e.
statistical time delay tS and the formative time delay tF become significant.

Fig. 4 – Values of t D , E(tS) and E(tF) in function
of the voltage increasing rate k, obtained by
theoretical model.

Fig. 5 – The actual values of yield Y in function of
k obtained by theoretical model.

5. CONCLUSION

The electrical breakdown voltage distributions of the diode filled with Ne on
1.33 mbar pressure are presented in this paper. The anode is the unpolished wire
with well defined corona appearance in prebreakdown regime. Distributions are
determinated for the applied voltage increasing rates from 0.3 V/s to 26 kV/s.
The electrical breakdown voltage distributions are compared with the
theoretically obtained distributions on the basis statistical convolution model. In
these models the nonlinear increase of yield was estimated what agrees with the
fact that corona appears on anode in the prebreakdown regime. The main
contribution of this paper is the introduction of the formative time delay
distribution which resulted in very good agreement between theoretically estimated
and experimentally determined the breakdown distributions, especially in the most
interesting region of the “left tail” of these distributions.
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